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Republicans Plot Against Trump, Cruz 

Preparing for a Brokered Convention 

In the backrooms of the most recent Republican presidential debate the Republican National Committee began 
preparations for a contested national convention. 

Increased chatter about a contested convention comes as establishment Republicans search for a way to deny              
front-runners Donald Trump and Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) the GOP nomination. Some in the party fear neither man is 
electable in a general election if they are chosen as the party’s standard-bearer.  

A brokered convention is extremely rare but Republicans will have to confront that possibility if none of the dozen 
remaining GOP candidates captures a majority of the 2,470 delegates by July. 

The centrist wing of the party has yet to coalesce around an alternative to Trump or Cruz. Those fighting for that role 
include Florida Senator Marco Rubio, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie, former Florida Governor Jeb Bush and Ohio 
Governor John Kasich. 

The last time a Republican convention opened without such a clear nominee was 1976, when Gerald Ford led in delegates 
but lacked a majority coming into the convention. There was plenty of drama as Ford beat back a challenge from Ronald 
Reagan and eked out the nomination on the first vote. 

The last time there was a truly brokered convention, at which delegates turned to someone who didn't run in the primaries, 
was in 1952. That year, Democrats drafted Adlai Stevenson, who won the party's nomination on the third ballot. 

While party leaders caution they don't believe a clear nominee will fail to emerge from the glut of candidates, they argue it 
would be malpractice not to prepare for the prospect. 

Republican National Committee Chairman Reince Priebus contemplates the headaches involved with a brokered          

convention.  



5 Steps to Perfecting the Congressional Walk & Talk Meeting 
In advance of the President’s budget release on February 7th, and the beginning of the Appropriations and Authorization 
processes, it is helpful to review the proper steps to conducting the dreaded “Walk and Talk” meeting on Capitol Hill.  

The “Walk and Talk,” popularized by the political drama The West Wing, is as straightforward as it sounds. Members of 
Congress and their Staffs often have more meetings, hearings, and votes than there are hours in the day. To accommodate 
as many meetings as possible, many Members and Staff conduct the “Walk and Talk” meeting as they move from their  
office to their next meeting.  

 

Step One – Stay Positive: Just because your meeting turned into a “Walk and Talker” does not diminish the importance 
of the meeting. Schedules on Capitol Hill are a fluid concept. Often times, meetings that were set up weeks in advance   
cannot accurately account for the schedule of votes or committee hearings that week, which are routinely announced on 
Friday evenings of the preceding week. The fact that a Member or their staff will still meet during their rare “alone time” 
means they value your organization or cause.  

Step Two – Stay Focused: The “Walk and Talk” is tricky because  as you are speaking to the Member or staff, other    
people are walking the halls, protesters are getting kicked out of hearings, and interns are scurrying to deliver the world’s 
most important package as fast as their young legs will take them. It is important to be able to tune out all these distractions.  

Step Three – Stay on Message: Staying on message is equally as difficult as dodging the random passerby during 
the “Walk and Talk.” In order to keep from rambling, focus on three or less key themes you want the Member or staff to 
know, and continue pivoting back to those areas. As you answer questions from the Member or staff, remember your 
themes, why they are important to you, and why they should be important to the Member or staff.  

Step Four – Stay Paper-free: Chewing gum and walking at the same time is easy right? Is it still easy if you add 
reading? While you should always have a read behind for the Member or staff, the “Walk and Talk” is not the time to tell the 
Member or staff to flip to page 58 in your power point (Also, your read behind should not be 58 pages). Let your words carry 
your message. But, remember to give your supporting information to the Member or staff at the conclusion of the meeting. 
They will want to review it again later.  

Step Five – Stay upright, Don’t Trip: No one ever wants to fall down on the job, even more so when they are talking 
to their elected representatives. Being remembered for your clumsiness is not better than being remembered for your     
awesome product, organization, or cause.  

However, we are all human and sometimes your left and right foot are out to get you. So, in the event you succumb to    
gravity’s evil joke, here are some quick saves: 1) Sorry, I thought we were going on a little trip… 2) Sorry, I am just         
appreciating the gravity of my idea… 3) Sorry, I really got into the tumble weeds of that idea. Also, here are things you 
should NOT say in the event you ripe out in Congresses hallowed halls: 1) I am falling for you… 2) I feel as low as your    
approval ratings… 3) Sniper!   

 

Now that you know the ins and outs of a “Walk and Talk,” happy meeting-ing!  



Legislating or Posturing 
Last week, the Congress sent the president a 
bill, HR 3762, the Restoring Americans’ 
Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act of 
2015, a budget reconciliation bill that would 
have repealed several provisions of the 
Affordable Care Act (Obamacare), blocked 
federal funding for Planned Parenthood for a 
year, and provided some additional funding for 
community health centers.  

Various iterations of the legislation or the 
possibilities of passing a budget reconciliation 
bill had been talked about or worked on in both 
the House and Senate for almost a year. The 
House of Representatives passed the bill on 
January 6th. All that effort, strategizing,       
deep-thinking, and political gamesmanship 
ended quietly when the President vetoed the 
bill two days later on January 8th. 

The bill passed the House and Senate with only one Democrat voting in favor of it. No one is under the illusion that the 
President’s veto can be overridden. And, no one believes the bill represents a starting point to address problems with the 
Affordable Care Act—of which both parties (if not the White House) will concede exist and should be addressed. Speaker 
Paul Ryan has stated passage of the legislation is a first step toward the GOP majority articulating policy alternatives in 
advance of the November elections.  

In his veto message, the President noted that Congress has voted to repeal or change the Affordable Care Act over 50 
times. Maybe a veto is a prerequisite to starting a conversation about how the Affordable Care Act should be modified; or 
maybe it’s the continued noise of political parties talking by each other and playing to their respective bases without any 
intention of engaging in a political dialogue designed to result in legislation that could become law. 

Punctual Paul  
This week, Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI) brought the gavel down on 
tardiness.  Paul Ryan has a reputation for being a stickler for      
punctuality.  On Wednesday he ordered a vote closed after the 15 
minute window that is technically allowed for votes.  In the past, 
speakers have allowed for tardiness, which pushed that 15 minute 
window to 30 minutes.  Paul Ryan, however, has warned the House  
not to be late to votes, and that he takes the 15 minute window     
seriously.  Last week he voiced his seriousness on the issue to the 
House saying, "voting within the allotted time would help with the 
maintenance of the institution.” 

This week he took his chastisement further by closing a vote on    
legislation that would prevent the Obama administration from lifting 
sanctions on Iran after only the allotted 15 minutes.  The bill passed 
191-106, but over 130 congressmen were not present to cast their 
votes.  Because of this, the vote was scrapped and will be held again 
in a couple of weeks.   

Former Speaker Boehner used to also chastise the House for their tardiness, but never went as far as to close a vote with 
so many members missing from the floor.  His larger pet peeve, however, was over the House’s dress code.  During the first 
votes of the week many members would arrive to the floor in jeans, usually after long flights back from their home districts, 
and some would even arrive in their workout attire, voting after their gym routines.  "Members should wear appropriate attire 
during all sittings of the House, however brief their appearances on the floor may be. You know who you are," Boehner said 
last year.  

It is unclear at this juncture what Ryan’s official policy on gym attire during voting is, but given his penchant for Crossfit, one 
would imagine he is lenient towards those inclined to dress for fitness.  He will likely remain a stickler for punctuality, 
though.   

President Obama Vetoing H.R. 3762, the Restoring Americans’ 

Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act of 2015 on Friday January 

8th.  



It’s that time of the Gruyere (I know it’s cheesy but I feel grate)! 
You feta believe it The White House is Brie-ing it back, with the day long 
question and answer session held on Wednesday. 

This week marks the third annual Big Block of Cheese day, where Americans 
had the opportunity to chat with White House staff, members of Congress and 
senior cabinet members using the hashtag #BigBlockofCheeseDay on Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram and Tumblr. Questions were answered by over 40 VIPs 
including FLOTUS and VPOTUS, and topics included the State of the Union, 
the economy, education, immigration, the climate, science, foreign policy, 
health care and social justice.  

Inspired by The West Wing (which was in turn inspired by President Andrew 
Jackson in 1837, who hosted an open house which featured a 1,200-pound 
block of cheese that participants could chip away at), the Obama administration 
has had varying government leaders take questions from outside groups, who 
are losing their rind at the opportunity to give the White House all of their 
Gouda ideas. 

With a new president in office next year, we are all eager to see if this tradition 
continues. We think the country is cheddar for it! 

Why Puerto Rico’s Debt Crisis Matters To You 
The Government of Puerto Rico has begun defaulting on its debt obligations and they have appealed to the U.S.           
Government for assistance.  It may seem like an issue as remote as its location but, depending on what the federal        
government does or doesn’t do, it could have broad implications on the U.S. mainland. 

Puerto Rico is a curious political creature, subject to U.S. law, like the minimum wage, but excluded from U.S. income taxes 
and from voting representation in Washington.   

Special tax breaks for pharmaceutical, textile and electronics companies were phased out from the mid-1990s to 2006,  
contributing to the loss of 80,000 jobs. Puerto Rico’s population has since declined by about 10 percent, mostly through 
migration to the U.S. mainland.   Its poverty rate is now almost double that of Mississippi, the poorest state.   

Puerto Rico’s public sector has been sustained by its municipal bonds.  Unlike the bonds of most states and municipalities, 
Puerto Rico’s bonds are exempt from local, state and federal taxes everywhere in the U.S.  As a result, they are held by 
about half of all U.S. open-end muni funds. Over the past 15 years, Puerto Rico’s debt load has tripled and now Puerto  
Rico is unable to come up with enough cash to pay those obligations.   

For mainland localities and state-owned enterprises in this predicament, bankruptcy is a popular option.  Federal law,    
however, excludes Puerto Rico from the bankruptcy code. If Puerto Rico was a state or an independent country, it could 
abrogate its debt because states cannot be sued in federal court, but Puerto Rico is a “commonwealth.” 

As a result, holders of Puerto Rican bonds are free to sue the Government of Puerto Rico and they are starting to do so.  If 
that litigation multiplies, it will shake the U.S. municipal bond market and endanger the investments of many American   
retirees.  A financial meltdown would further impoverish Puerto Rico’s citizens and drive many more of them to the        
mainland.  

House Speaker Paul Ryan has promised to come up with a Puerto Rico relief package by March, but it’s not clear what can 
pass Congress.   Allowing Puerto Rican entities to declare bankruptcy does not seem politically possible because of the 
impact to bondholders.   

The most likely solution is a package of smaller measures---a restructuring of some of the debt into a single “superbond” in 
order to spread out the pain; some austerity measures and structural reforms, possibly directed by a financial control board; 
and some form of short-term “bailout” (that won’t be called that). 

In 2014, a federal court struck down a Puerto Rican law to allow its localities and state-owned enterprises to declare     
bankruptcy.   

The Supreme Court will rule within a few months on that case.  If they find it constitutional, that could give those entities 
more leverage with creditors.   

Even all of these measures won’t resolve Puerto Rico’s debt crisis, however, which may drag on for years.  



SOTU Shout-Outs and Shoot-Downs 

President Obama used his final State-of-the-Union (SOTU) 
address to give a “shout-out” to certain special interests while 
“shooting-down” others.   

Those receiving praise from the President included the       
clean-energy sector, labor unions, free trade supporters, and 
those supporting restored relations with Cuba. Those receiving 
scorn included GOP candidate Donald Trump (without being 
named), superrich political donors, and the financial sector.  

On clean-energy, the President framed the issue of climate change as an opportunity for American businesses to be global 
leaders, calling for support for the “energy of the future.”  He supported labor union efforts to preserve collective bargaining 
rights, raise the minimum wage, and implement paid leave before discouraging this classic Democratic constituency with 
his strong support for the newest, and largest, free-trade agreement; the Trans-Pacific Partnership.  

Also on the international front, the President highlighted his ongoing efforts to tear down the Cold War wall with Cuba. 

Republican leaders quickly criticized the President’s “clearly political” comments directed rather explicitly if not by name at 
Donald Trump. It should be noted, however, that in her official GOP response, Governor Nikky Haley (R-SC) did much the 
same thing.    

The President also derided the excessive influence of large political donors in our political systems, noting that “a handful 
of families or hidden interests can’t bankroll our elections.”  Without offering any specific new proposals, the President also 
criticized Wall Street and big banks by noting that “food stamp recipients did not cause the financial crisis.”   

While all this political analysis of the SOTU is intriguing, to get a substantive review of the President’s address check out 
www.factcheck.org. 

Republicans Still Seeking Solutions for Obama’s Assault on Fossil Fuels 
Yes, Republicans did secure a victory in the recently passed Omnibus appropriations bill that lifted the export ban on crude 
oil. However, that victory came while renewable energy tax credits were also included and most other Republican energy 
priorities were left on the curb.  

Fast forward to January and President Obama didn’t mince words in his State of the Union Address, doubling down on his 
climate change message to “transition away from dirty energy”.  

The Department of Interior alone is expecting to issue over 200 new regulations this year. It is a good bet most of those 
regulations will be in line with the President’s message.  

House and Senate Republicans have yet to find a suitable response to this assault, despite the fact that both the Senate 
Majority Leader, Mitch McConnell (R-KY), and the Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, Hal Rogers (R-KY), 
both come from coal dependent Kentucky.  

This week the House of Representatives passed H.R. 1644, the STREAM Act, by a vote of 235-188. The STREAM Act 
seeks to protect the coal industry from the Stream Protection Rule, a rule that if finalized will have a devastating impact on 
coal production across the nation.   

While early consideration of the STREAM Act was promised last December after efforts to block funding of the Stream   
Protection Rule were left out of the final Omnibus appropriations bill, the end result is the bill is now essentially dead on  
arrival in the Senate.   

During the bicameral Republican retreat this week, one of the many discussions was focused on how the Republican     
majority can be more effective on energy policy.  

The first test will be in the Senate, where the chamber will soon consider S. 2012, comprehensive energy legislation. During 
committee consideration of the bill last summer great effort was expended on keeping the legislation bipartisan.  

With an open floor process and an all-out assault from the Administration on fossil fuels, there are likely to be a host of    
partisan Republican amendments aimed at blocking regulatory action.  

During this process, Republicans might take a lesson from the successful efforts on lifting the oil export ban. During that 
effort, sweat was expended on gaining support from key Democrats.   

http://www.factcheck.org


The Hottest, Most Political, Least Glamorous Guest List In Town 
Each member of congress is granted 
one guest to invite to the State of the 
Union, these guests will sit in the gallery 
and watch on as the President “shall 
from time to time give to Congress 
Information of the State of the Union, 
and recommend to their Consideration 
such Measures as he shall judge 
necessary and expedient.”  

These guests are less friends of the 
members of congress, and more political 
pawns they can use to either support or 
blatantly defy what the President will be 
speaking about at the SOTU.  

The guests invited for the President’s 
final SOTU were expressly this. When 
you take a broader look at who the 
members bring, you can gain a greater 
insight and understanding into where 
Congress’s priorities lie for the new 
year.  

A couple of invitees were a direct result from President Obama’s coal regulations, including a coal miner from eastern 
Kentucky who recently lost his job invited by Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY), and the president of a local 
boilermakers, blacksmith and iron ship workers union invited by Senator Steve Daines (R-MT).  

Student debt is another issues that members will be attempting to highlight through their invitees for the SOTU. Democrats 
are attempting to launch an election-year issue of student debt, so Senators Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), Tammy Baldwin    
(D-WI), Chuck Schumer (D-NY), Mazie Hirono (D-HI),  Sheldon Whitehouse (D-RI), Debbie Stabenow (D-MI), and Senator 
Minority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) invited students who will all be wearing #InTheRed buttons, the new initiative to highlight 
the issues with student debt.  

In response to the Supreme Court legalization of same sex marriage in June, President Obama invited Jim Obergefell, the 
lead plaintiff in the successful Supreme Court case, and on the opposite end of the spectrum, Kentucky County Clerk Kim 
Davis and her lawyer will be in the gallery.  

It is important to note, however, that Kim Davis was not invited by a member of congress, but rather at the bequest of the 
conservative religious freedom group Liberty Council. Although not invited by a member of congress, she will be using 
Representative Jim Jordan (R-OH)’s ticket.  

Three hours before the SOTU, it came out that Representative Jordan was unaware that he had invited Mrs. Davis, but 
being the chairman of the House Freedom Caucus he was told by his staff that the Family Research Council obtained the 
ticket from his office for the Kentucky County Clerk.  

For the football fans out there, Representative Justin Amash (R-MI), invited former NFL and current Michigan Wolverines 
football head coach Jim Harbaugh, who for once in his life might not be the most ill-tempered and volatile man in the room.  

In addition to these attendees, there were notably two seats remaining open throughout the evening, one from the First 
Lady Michelle Obama to signify victims of gun violence, and another from Representative Steve King (R-IA) who 
announced that he would not be inviting a guest to honor all aborted fetuses.  

Also not in the stands was Senator Ted Cruz, who also missed votes on Tuesday, who announced that he would not be 
attending President Obama’s State of the Union. His absence did not stop him from lambasting the President’s final state of 
the union during the Republican debate on Thursday night. Perhaps he watched on television like the rest of us sorry 
suckers who weren’t given a rare ticket to watch the State of the Union in person.  

While the President used Tuesday evening to lay out his plan for the remaining two years of his term, Congress didn’t 
relinquish their ability to do the same.  

If anything can be garnered from President Obama’s SOTU, it’s that Congress won’t let the President sit idly by and 
continue to make sweeping changes to the US political landscape, and will continue to press against his agenda.  

First Lady Michelle Obama during Tuesdays State of the Union, next to her is 

the empty chair she left for victims of gun violence.  



Picture of the Week 

At the SOTU, Members of Congress wore #InTheRed buttons in 
support of student loan reform, a Democratic issue to see floor 
time this week, and aiming to begin an election year issue.  

Look for Democratic Senators Warren, Schumer, and Baldwin to 
lead the charge in the coming weeks, promoting lessening the 
burden on students of higher education institutions.  

Tweet of the Week 

On the cusp of President Obama’s final State of the Union, the 
House Republican twitter feed put out this tweet, a play on the 
saying, “lights, camera, action.”  

Republicans in Congress came out en force last week in         
response to the President’s not-so-sweeping executive action in 
regards to gun control. This tweet highlights their apprehension 
before the final SOTU on what sweeping actions the President 
might plan on taking during the speech.  

TPP Between A Rock and a Brady Place 

After the United States and 14 other countries 
finally came to a Trans-Pacific Partnership 
Agreement, the final passage is still up in the air.  

While Congress passed TPA granting the president 
authority to fast track the trade deal, it still will need 
to pass Congress, albeit without any debate or any 
attached amendments. With a contentious election 
year in the works, many believed that the vote for 
TPP would have to be pushed to President 
Obama’s lame duck year in office.  

However, a shimmering glimpse of hope for TPP 
came this week from House Ways and Means 
Committee chairman Representative Kevin Brady 
(R-TX).  

Speaking at a Politico Morning Money event on 
Monday January 11th, Representative Brady 
commented that Congressional approval of the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership in 2016 was “difficult but 
doable.”  

He continued to say, “I think you have to look at the 
agreement in its entirety, find ways of improving it 
and bring it to the floor. The reason I think it is 
important for us to have a vote, and to work out 
these differences, is that this is really the first 21st 
century trade agreement.”  

TPP is a different kind of trade deal, it is designed 
to allow other countries to plug into the high 
standards without renegotiating the entire bill, 
Representative Brady called it a “plug and play” try 
of trade deal.  

To reporters following the event, Brady said that 
there would be a combination of hearings by the 
full Ways and Means Committee and the 
Subcommittee on Trade, with the first to likely take 
place in February, where U.S. Trade 
Representative Michael Froman would be likely to 
appear.  

It will be a rocky road for the TPP, one flagged 
down with partisanship and heated debate, 
however it will eventually come to a vote, and until 
then we will keep you up to date on all the gossip.  
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